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About Selux

Every day light moves us to experience the new, time and time 
again. We at Selux are convinced that good light contributes  
to quality of life and for this reason we have made profound 
 understanding of light and its effect the basis for our work.

Light is the basis of all life on our planet. 
It provides us with energy and enables us to 
feel good. Resplendent with the joy of life, 
it invigorates us and enhances our spiritual 
and physical well-being. In addition, light 
empowers our perceptions. It lets us recognise 
our surroundings, brings colour to life and 
means we can experience the spaces around 
us enabling movement and communicating a 
feeling of safety.

Yet light is also a means of design, in 
art just as much as in architecture. It stages 
settings in interior and exterior spaces, on 
façades and objects. It directs our attention 
and defines atmospheres within spaces. It 
influences our experiences and consequently 
affects our mood. With this in mind, we at Selux 
consider light an essential part of our culture.

“Light is like a staple source  
of nutrition, without which 
we as human beings would 
struggle to exist.”
Jörg Hoffmann, Selux sales
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About Selux

Selux’ profound understanding of light is 
reflected in our products. We have developed 
a broad, varied portfolio of luminaires. Based 
on many years of experience and the latest 
state-of-the-art technology they are capable 
of fulfilling a large number of diverse tasks. 
Our modular light systems will win  customers 
over with their premium quality shapes and 
visual comfort. Yet Selux luminaires only 
meet the highest requirements with respect 
to colour temperature, colour reproduction 
and light distribution through our  know- how  
with LEDs with which are we able to meet 
modern requirements for efficiency. Of course 
our products are durable too, because when it 
comes to the quality materials and workman-
ship we accept no compromise. 

With our luminaires, the focus is on their 
function – good quality light. It is their function, 
to provide quality light, that is the focal point 
of our activities. We define this functionality as 
including intuitive operation and user friend-
liness. This is evident, for instance, with our 
intelligent light management systems, that 
allow precise light control and the creation of 
dynamic lighting settings. 

“Light is a strong yet at the 
same time one of the most 
effective ways of designing  
a living space.”
Pete Pätzel, Key Account Manager Exterior
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About Selux

“When I visit the site of a completed  
Selux project, I am filled with  
awe at the affect our products  
have. This serves as a source  
of inspiration for future projects.”

Good quality light is our business, our 
mission to society. To achieve this goal we col-
laborate with lighting planners and architects 
throughout the world. They are our customers 
and partners, with whom we nurture trusting, 
reliable and long-term relationships. For we at 
Selux consider ourselves experts in architecture. 
We know and understand the needs of planners, 

Jürgen Hess, Board of Directors

thinking ahead and anticipating their needs. 
We are open to challenges and can react 
flexibly to special tasks. With our products, 
experience and skills in consultation, we help 
our customers develop impressive lighting 
solutions. For good light is quality of life and 
this is what moves us. 
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed LoopNew

L O O P

The lightness of light

Loop is so light and delicate – it appears to float bewilderingly in 
the room. Its light has a particularly airy effect, lending it a very 
special aura. In a working world that is geared to performance, 
it is an unusual touch that will transform purely functional 
rooms into highly inspiring work environments. Loop combines 
minimalist design with maximum efficiency like no luminaire 
before, making it the only ring luminaire to fully cater for the 
high requirements of office lighting. Loop can be used for 
 multiple applications – in foyers, offices, meeting rooms, corridors, 
shops or other areas. As a pendant, surface, semi recessed 
mounted or freestanding luminaire available with two optics 
systems; Loop boasts outstanding workmanship and guarantees 
the ideal light every time.Product design:

Barski Design
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed LoopNew

Uniquely delicate design

With its minimalist design the Loop ring luminaire, with its light, 
floating appearance, cannot fail to fascinate – whether switched 
on or off. Loop’s characteristic ring shape is manufactured from 
precision die-cast aluminium and has a slim cross section just 
36 mm high and 25 mm wide, resulting in a diameter of 496 mm.
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LoopNew

With premium quality lighting technology and a clear or opal 
 finish microlens diffuser, Loop is ideally suited for use in offices. 
It enables precise and effective light guidance for direct and 
indirect lighting.

New shape for offices
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Two light rings are separately switchable and dimmable and 
can be controlled via various light control systems. Loop is also 
available in the light colours 3 000 K and 4 000 K. 

360° operation 
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed LoopNew

freestanding 
p. 162

Ideal light for working: The Loop freestanding luminaire completes 
the product family, ensuring a bright and productive working 
atmosphere both at the desk and otherwise. A neat touch is the 
recess in the base of the  luminaire, which allows a table leg  
to be inserted so that the freestanding luminaire to be placed 
particularly close to desks and directly over the work area.  
The independent Selux Tune means the luminaire to be dimmed 
and switched wirelessly from the desk. 

Elegance meets functionality 
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed LoopNew

direct / indirect

pendant

direct/indirect

freestanding 
p. 162

Versatility for various requirements 

direct

semi recessed

direct/indirect

surface
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⌀ 496

⌀ 242

1 500

36

36

Pendant, Surface and Recessed LoopNew

Loop pendant

pendant luminaire · direct/indirect · die-cast aluminium · 
white finish

Dual-layer ring optics: Radial prismatic structure for 
 decoupling · asymmetrical lens chambers for recoupling  
of light · clear for offices with VDU workplaces at UGR < 19 ·  
opal for silky appearance

Loop

mounting pendant

LED 3 000 /4 000 K

diffuser

clear microlenses • 

opal microlenses •

photometrics 

dimmable: DALI

current LED data → selux.com
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⌀ 496

36

73

165

⌀ 496

37 56

⌀ 395

Pendant, Surface and Recessed LoopNew

Loop surface and semi recessed

surface or semi recessed luminaire · direct/indirect  
or direct · die-cast aluminium · white finish

Dual-layer ring optics: Radial prismatic structure for 
 decoupling · asymmetrical lens chambers for recoupling  
of light · clear for offices with VDU workplaces at UGR < 19 ·  
opal for silky appearance

Loop

mounting surface semi recessed

LED 3 000 /4 000 K 3 000 /4 000 K

diffuser

clear microlenses • • 

opal microlenses • •

photometrics 

dimmable: DALI

current LED data → selux.com

surface

semi recessed
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Kju

K J U

Geometric. Purist. Versatile

Kju combines harmonic light with a subtle presence and graphical 
precision. Numerous mounting versions and two optical 
systems enable its light modules to cater for a broad range of 
requirements, providing an integrated lighting concept for  
all types of project. The Kju is particularly easy to install and  
its flat, elegant design conceals premium quality lighting 
technology that ensures optimum visual comfort.

K J U
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Kju

Kju Square — Daiichi Sankyo Deutschland GmbH, Munich, Germany
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Kju

Kju Square — Daiichi Sankyo Deutschland GmbH, Munich, Germany
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Kju

Kju Square — Showroom Ehrl, Berlin, Germany
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Kju

Elegant appearance – The flat Kju boasts premium quality 
 materials, a reserved shape and combines clarity with style.  
Its minimal construction height of just 33 mm and lateral  
luminous volume make for extraordinary application. 

Transparent and light
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Kju

Powerful for highest demands: the Kju is extremely powerful 
and homogeneous at the same time despite its minimal 
construction height. A specially developed layer of lenses ensures 
highly uniform distribution of LED light spots across the  
entire luminaire. With its microprism diffuser, the Kju meets the 
highest anti-glare requirements for offices and other 
workplaces, while the opal diffuser version ensures efficient, 
homogeneous general lighting.

Premium quality lighting technology  
creates visual comfort.
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Kju

The Kju’s click & light system is as simple as it is versatile, making 
it assembly-friendly in every respect. Its modular design consists 
of a luminous cube connected by the converter housing or its 
accessories via an intelligent system of clips. This enables light 
modules to be securely attached and operated without  
use of tools. All electronic components are protected against 
electrostatic discharge.

Click & Light
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Kju

Compositions for any space

Kju Square and Kju Circle may be combined as required;  
adding light structures or accents with staged light to  
realise your own design. Our engineering team can help you 
with  implementation – just contact us.
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Kju

Versatility for various requirements 

Light modules and accessories can be combined into various 
mounting options. As a pendant, surface mounted or recessed 
luminaire: with this choice of mounting possibilities Kju meets 
almost any lighting challenge.

direct

semi recessed  

direct 
with surrounding light gap

recessed with trim

direct  
with surrounding light gap

recessed trimless

direct  
with surrounding aura

grid ceiling

direct

direct/indirect

pendant

direct

surface

direct/indirect
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Kju Circle

293

33 50

⌀ 210

Kju Square

293

33 50

⌀ 210

Pendant, Surface and Recessed Kju

Kju

Lighting module for surface mounting or to combine with Kju moun-
ting accessories ∙ direct /indirect or direct ∙ illuminated body volume 
side view ∙ sharp-edged transparent PMMA body volume

diffusers: microprism-office for advanced glare control in workplaces ∙  
microprisms for premium light distribution ∙ opal for efficient homo-
genous general lighting

Kju Square /  Circle

mounting surface*

LED 3 000 /4 000 K

diffuser

microprisms office** •  

microprisms •

opal •

photometrics 

dimmable: DALI
* for pendant or recessed mounting, 
Kju mounting accessories are needed
** comfort class G2 (L = 3 000 cd/m² 
for gamma > 65)

current LED data → selux.com
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293

323

353

65

33

293 / ⌀ 293

293 / ⌀ 293 293 / ⌀ 293

293

293

293

325

323

375

353

33

33

⌀ 72

1 000

17

13 – 31

13 – 31

65

65

72

 72

40

120215 / ⌀ 215

382 × 382

293

325

375

Pendant, Surface and Recessed Kju

Mounting accessoires for Kju SquareMounting accessoires for
Kju Square and Circle

Recessed without trim — trimless 
installation frame

Recessed with trim — installation frame 
with trim

Pendant — wire suspension with canopy 
and transparent feed cable 1 000 mm; 
can be cut on site

Semi recessed — installation frame for 
semi recessed mounting at plaster or 
concrete ceiling

Recessed without trim — trimless 
installation frame

Recessed with trim — installation frame 
with trim

Grid ceiling — installation frame  
for grid ceiling 600 × 600  
or 625 × 625 with surrounding aura

Mounting accessoires for Kju Circle

595 × 595 or 620 × 620

ceiling cut: 600 × 600 or 625 × 625

ceiling cut: ⌀ 336

ceiling cut: 336 × 336

ceiling cut: 336 × 336

ceiling cut: ⌀ 336
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Xea

X E A

The extremely flat construction of the Xea pendant luminaire 
gives impressive elegance. By means of suitable connectors,  
it can be joined together to create an endless light strip with 
virtually invisible transitions. With its homogeneous surfaces, 
Xea boasts a harmonious design in all aspects, its high quality 
sophistication reflected right down to the finest detail. The 
multilayer microprism lens low glare optics means that the  
Xea can fulfil all lighting tasks in offices or other working 
environments.

Minimalist design, maximum visual comfort
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Xea

With the Xea pendant luminaires, the converter, along with  
all LED lighting technology, is integrated into a profile that  
has a height of just 18 mm.

Elegance reduced to the essentials

Xea fulfils all requirements for lighting tasks in offices or other 
working environments.  Behind the glass diffuser lies a lens 
optics system with multilayer microprisms which reduces both 
direct and reflected glare.

Efficiency and visual comfort  
ideally suited to the workplace
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Xea

The aesthetics of linear light

Xea luminaires can be joined together to create a continuous 
light strip. The perfectly integrated connectors ensure the 
 transitions between the luminaire housings are harmonious  
and invisible.
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18

1 500

1 020 40 1 020

18

1 160

1 500

190

Pendant, Surface and Recessed Xea

Xea straight connector

Xea

incl. wire suspension
Xea

mounting pendant

LED 3 000 /4 000 K

diffuser microprisms

photometrics 

dimmable: DALI 
suspensions can be cut on site

current LED data → selux.com

pendant luminaire ∙ direct/indirect ∙ sharp edged extruded aluminium ∙  
system parts and suspensions made of high pressure die-cast 
 aluminium ∙ enclosed by facet cut flush glass covers ∙ wire suspension 
with transparent wiring ∙ white finish

microprismatic multilayer diffuser for advanced glare control
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

M

S I E SE R

Optimum light across the line

The M Series significantly increases your lighting design options. 
With recessed, surface and pendant versions in three profile sizes 
(36, 60 and 100 mm) the M Series is designed for universal use. 
Suitable either as a single luminaire or continuous lines of light, 
the versatility of the M optics cover a wide range of lighting 
technology applications. Modules enable uniform luminance and 
can be applied horizontally or vertically.
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

M 100 Recessed — Swedbank, Stockholm, Sweden
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

M 100 — Mediatheque Burg Giebichenstein, Halle, Germany
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

M 36 — Oliver’s Yard, London, Great Britain
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

M 36 — Gensler Design Firm, Denver, USA 
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

M 36 Pendant — Stan Hema, Berlin, Germany
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

M 36 Recessed — Enervie headquarters, Hagen, Germany
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

The principle of modular versatility

The M Series consists of the two independent product lines  
M Connect and M Modular which enable the ideal light solution 
for all interior situations. Nine optics systems, four assembly 
types, four profile versions and two light colours ensure maximum 
flexibility.

Simple to configure  
at selux.com

New M Connect80 81



Pendant, Surface and Recessed M SeriesNew M Connect

The M Connect with bi-parabolic louvre is efficient office lighting 
 reinterpreted for the LED age. Double-cambered reflector 
 sections offer premium anti-glare by means of matte diffuser 
cushions. This means that glare values required for office 
lighting are adhered to, even at very high light powers. At the  
same time, extra-wide homogeneous light distribution meets 
the standard requirements for lighting of workstations and 
 surrounding areas. This function enables maximum flexibility 
when it comes to positioning of luminaires which can be  
entirely according to the desired design or lighting technology 
arrangement. The housing surface made from extruded silver-
anodised aluminium is extra superior, while the highly reflective 
 material of the bi-parabolic louvre constitutes a genuine design 
highlight thanks to its clearly-defined lustre strips.

Premium quality office lighting  
with optimal anti-glare
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1 189 mm

1 783 mm

2 377 mm

56

60

Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

M Connect

1 — singular spot 
2 — double spot 
3 — bi-parabolic louvre 
4 — opal 
5 — blank cover

M Connect light inserts

spot 297 mm (one spot)
594 mm (two spots)

bi-parabolic  
louvre

594 mm
1 188 mm

opal 1 188 mm
1 782 mm

blank cover 297 mm
594 mm
1 188 mm
custom length*

*   for individual lighting schemes 
centre modules and blank covers  
in custom length are available on 
request

Simple to configure 
at selux.com

start- / end module

centre modules

available profiles

M 60

M Connect is made up of start, centre and end modules, which can be 
equipped with different light inserts comprising an LED board with  
a diffuser or a blank cover. 

custom length*

New M Connect

pendant / surface 1 193 mm
recessed with trim 1 199 mm
recessed trimless 1 191 mm
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c

b
a

890 mm

1 186 mm

1 482 mm

2 372 mm

10090
1006036

72

Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

M Modular

custom length*

L module T module* X module*

*  for individual lighting schemes 
T, X modules and linear 
modules in custom length are 
available on request

L module

total length (a) light  
aperture (b)

axis 
 spacing (c)

pendant / 
 surface 
 luminaire

recessed 
 luminaire  
with trim

recessed 
 luminaire 
trimless

M 36 615 mm 625 mm 635 mm 613 mm 596 mm

M 60 626 mm 634 mm 656 mm 623 mm 596 mm

M 100 646 mm 657 mm 674 mm 643 mm 596 mm

The base components of the M Modular LED system are four linear 
modules and one L module to form versatile light configurations.  
M Modular solutions are available ex works within 20 working days.

1 — Linear module 890 mm  
2 — Linear module 1 186 mm  
3 — Linear module 1 482 mm  
4 — Linear module 2 372 mm  
5 — L module

Simple to configure 
at selux.com

available profiles

M 36 M 60 M 100
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2 700 K 6 500 K

Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

M Modular LED My White lumi naires are digitally controllable 
 within a colour temperature range from 2 700 to 6 500 Kelvins which 
means they can be modified to the light colour of your choice  
and desired light mood. This flex ibility allows reference to variables 
in design and surroundings, enabling individual interpretations  
of the influences of daylight and the seasons. Various light colours 
can be used for optically zoning architecture, creating perception 
hierarchies, emphasising key elements, highlighting materials and 
accentuating colours.

My White Easy Control
A standard, commercially available fourway 
pushbutton (provided by the cus tomer) 
enables dimming of Selux My White 
luminaires across 40 levels of brightness and 
control across 40 steps from cold white  
to warm white. Besides fourway pushbutton, 
each fully-functioning unit includes a  
My White Easy Control package comprising 
power supply (installed within the luminaire) 
and control module (integrated into the 
pushbutton’s concealed box). In this way up 
to eight My White luminaire modules can  
be dimmed and colour controlled using a 
push-button.

Controller (Netcomposer)
With Selux Netcomposer, all My White  
luminaires can be infinitely dimmed and  
controlled within a range from 2 700  
to 6 500 K as well as being integrated into 
a digital, network-capable light control 
system. Intelligent light scene management, 
timer programmes and the inte gration  
of presence and light sensors enable efficient 
building management, with control  
via various user interfaces including 
smartphones. Please do not hesitate to 
contact us should you require further 
technical information. (See Intelligent 
Lighting → p. 238).

My White – a new light quality to individualise 
your installation space.

dimmable

colour control
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

LMO wallwasher microprisms satiné opal LMO asymmetric LMO symmetric bi-parabolic louvre

Optical systems
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45° 45°

30° 30°
15° 15°

0° 0°

400 600 300 500

Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

Optical systems for
office applications

Office opticsMicroprisms Bi-parabolic louvre

C0 – C180

C90 – C270

available for:

M 60 Connect

Specialized for VDU workplaces / office 
lighting according to DIN EN 12464-1:2011 
with high anti-glare requirements UGR ≤ 19 
for offices according to DIN EN 12464-1 
incl. luminance limitation in each model · 
optional direct/indirect

available for:

M 36 Modular

Suitable for VDU workplaces according  
to DIN EN 12464-1:2011 with anti- 
glare requirements UGR ≤ 19 for offices 
according to DIN EN 12464-1 incl. 
luminance limitation

available for:

M 36 Modular 
M 60 Modular
M 100 Modular

Direct lighting, for illumination of offices 
and functional areas with anti- 
glare requirements UGR ≤ 19 for offices 
according to DIN EN 12464-1 incl. 
luminance limitation

New M Connect92 93
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15°
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

Up to 200 lux  
for maintenance factor 0.8

Light direction: L module with asymmetric 
wallwash to the outer side

Wall distance:
40 cm

M 36 – LMO wallwasherOptical systems for  
asymmetrical lighting tasks

LMO wallwasherLMO asymmetric

Maximum uniformity with minimal wall distances. Whether for  exhibition 
lighting in galleries and museums or for shelf lighting in sales rooms, 
LMO wallwashers are recommended wherever there are high requirements 
for homogeneous, vertical lighting. With LMO wallwashers,  minimal 
 distances can be obtained between wall and luminaire yet with extremely 
high levels of uniformity too. For example, a light distance of just 0.4 m  
is required for illuminating a 3 m high wall.

available for:

M 36 Modular

Vertical illumination with excellent 
uniformity of illuminated surfaces for 
wallwashing and shelf illumination,  
for example in museums, libraries, 
reception areas or retail applications

available for:

M 36 Modular

Wall illumination · corridor lighting with 
asymmetric lighting layout · blackboard 
illumination · museums and vertical retail 
applications

C0 – C180

C90 – C270
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

Optical systems for
general lighting tasks

Accent lighting / spots

C0 – C180

C90 – C270

LMO symmetric Opal Satiné Medium Flood

M Connect offers 335° rotatable and 45° pivoting spot inserts as single 
or double elements.

available for:

M 36 Modular

For general lighting of public spaces
and functional areas and a high-quality
appearance of the light aperture

available for:

M 60 Connect

available for:

M 60 Connect

available for:

M 36 Modular 
M 60 Modular
M 100 Modular

For high effciency general lighting of
public spaces and functional areas

available for:

M 36 Modular
M 60 Modular & Connect
M 100 Modular

A high-quality light diffuser for illumination 
of corridors, lobbies and functional areas

New M Connect96 97



Pendant, Surface and Recessed M SeriesNew M Connect

start, centre and end modules to be combined with light inserts to form 
linear lines of light and single luminaires · direct or direct/indirect · 
sharp edged extruded aluminium · silver anodised

linear and L modules to form linear lines of light, system structures 
and single luminaires · direct · sharp edged extruded aluminium · 
 silver or white finish

M Connect M Modular

M 60 Connect

Light inserts bi-parabolic louvre for high anti-glare office 
requirements

opal for high uniformity

spots for accent lighting

blank cover for accurate finishing

M 36 Modular M 60 Modular M 100 Modular

Diffusers LMO symmetric microprisms for advanced glare control microprisms for advanced glare control

LMO asymmetric opal for high uniformity opal for high uniformity

LMO wallwasher satiné for high efficiency satiné for high efficiency

office application optics and  
microprisms for advanced glare control

opal for high uniformity

satiné for high efficiency
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72

38 48

59

72

77

72

36

1 500

100

36

1 500

72

36

Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

with trimtrimless

pendant surface/track

recessed

M 36 LED

Profile system Preconfigured luminaires

modules to 
configure light 
structures*

incl.  end caps  
and suspension

M 36 Modular M 36 Low M 36 High

72

36  
72

36  
100

36

mounting

pendant • • •

surface • • —

recessed with trim • • —

recessed trimless • • —

track — • —

LED

3 000 /4 000 K • • •

My White 2 700  –  6 500 K •  (not for 
  office optics)

— —

photometrics

direct • • —

direct/indirect (pendant) — — •

diffuser

satiné • • •

opal • • •

micro prisms • • •

office optics • • •

LMO symmetric • • •

LMO asymmetric • • •

LMO wallwasher • • •

lengths

linear module 890 mm  
1 186 mm  
1 482 mm  
2 372 mm

— —

L module pendant/surface 
L module recessed with trim 
L module recessed trimless

615 mm
625 mm
635 mm

— —

preconfigured — 1 196 mm  
1 492 mm

1 196 mm  
1 492 mm

dimmable: DALI 
silver or white finish 
* to complete with accessories → selux.com

current LED data → selux.com
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

M 60 LEDM 60 LED

Profile system Preconfigured luminaires

modules to configure  
light structures*

incl.  end caps and suspension

M 60 Modular M 60 Connect M 60 Low M 60 High

90

60

56

60

56

60

90

60

mounting

pendant • • • •

surface • • — —

recessed with trim • • — —

recessed trimless • • — —

LED

3 000 /4 000 K • • • •

My White 2 700 – 6 500 K • — — —

photometrics

direct • • • •

direct/indirect (pendant) — • • —

diffuser

satiné • — — • 

opal • • • •

micro prisms (UGR < 19) • — — •

bi-parabolic louvre (G1) — • • —

blank cover — • • —

spots — • • —

lenghts

linear module 890 mm  
1 186 mm  
1 482 mm  
2 372 mm

— — —

L module: 
for pendant/surface 
for recessed with trim 
for recessed trimless

 
626 mm 
634 mm 
656 mm

 
—

 
—

 
—

start-/end module: 
for pendant/surface 
for recessed with trim 
for recessed trimless

 
—

 
1 193 mm 
1 199 mm 
1 191 mm

 
—

 
—

middle module — 1 200 mm  
1 800 mm  
2 400 mm 

— —

preconfigured — — 1 200 mm
1 800 mm

1 198 mm  
1 494 mm

dimmalble: DALI 
M Modular silver or white finish · M Connect anodised aluminium 
* to complete with accessories → selux.com

current LED data, T 5 version → selux.com

New M Connect

pendant surface recessed

M 60 Modular

60

90

60

90

90

76

64

90

64

120

with trimtrimless

M 60 Connect

60

56

60

56
56

76

64

56

64

120

with trimtrimless
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100 100

105

155 122

105

100

100

1 500

100

100

Pendant, Surface and Recessed M Series

M 100 LED

with trimtrimless

surface recessedpendant

Profile  
system

Preconfigured 
luminaires

modules to configure  
light structures*

incl.  end caps  
and suspension

M 100 Modular M 100 

100

100

100

100

mounting

pendant • •

surface • —

recessed with trim • —

recessed trimless • —

LED

3 000 /4 000 K • •

My White 2 700 – 6 500 K • —

photometrics

direct • •

diffuser

satiné • •

opal • •

micro prisms (UGR < 19) • •

lengths

linear module 890 mm  
1 186 mm  
1 482 mm  
2 372 mm

—

L module pendant/surface 
L module recessed with trim 
L module recessed trimless

646 mm
657 mm
674 mm

—

preconfigured — 1 202 mm  
1 498 mm

dimmable: DALI 
silver or white finish
* to complete with accessories → selux.com

current LED data, T 5 version → selux.com
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Neo

Utilisation of all visible light is the key to the Neo luminaire 
philosophy. The series combines the advantages of modularity, 
 elegant design and operational efficiency. Its legacy is a 
functional and modernist appearance. Neo has been developed  
with a dedicated systematic approach to allow total freedom  
of  design and flexibility of specification for suspended or surface-
mounted applications. The Neo range offers a single system  
of lighting design solutions for the wide range of tasks found on 
any project.

N E O

Pure aesthetics in design, material and technology
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Neo Stalactite — Transformer Substation, Berlin, Germany
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Neo

Neo System — Actelion, San Francisco, USA
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Neo

Neo System — Canteen Rothenburg a. d. Neiße, Germany
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Neo Quadro — Technology Center Hannover, Germany
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Neo

The pendant structures of Neo luminaires are freely configurable. 
Three different module lengths can be used for a wide range of 
applications in combination with accessories and cubes.

Systematic flexibility
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Neo’s sophistication is reflected in its design and the choice of 
materials. The luminaire body is manufactured from gloss 
polished aluminium profiles, with facet-cut, positive-locking 
solid glass on all sides. All system and suspension elements  
are made of gloss polished die-cast aluminium and the surfaces 
sealed with clear lacquer.

Durable and sophisticated
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Information

Pendant, Surface and Recessed Neo

Light modules can be printed or fitted with dichroic coloured 
glass coordinated to the relevant surroundings depending on 
individual customer requirements. This combination of lighting, 
corporate branding and a graphical guidance/communication 
system enables versatile light layouts creating a coherent look 
for standardised corporate design.

A symbiosis of elegance and practicality Mounting types

Neo surface
Neo pendant
Neo wall

Neo Stalacite 
pendant

Neo Quadro 
pendant

Neo Stalacite  
recessed
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⌀ 50 ⌀ 50⌀ 15

90

106 106

106

90

122

122

122

122

106

90

90

Pendant, Surface and Recessed Neo

Neo System pendant module

pendant ∙ continuous configurations ∙ direct with omnidirectional  
light ∙ sharp edged extruded aluminium ∙ enclosed by facet cut  
flush glass covers ∙ aluminium silver gloss polish ∙ bespoke design  
of luminaire side covers to customer’s specification

microprism diffuser and lateral prismatic profiles for advanced  
glare control (G2)*

Neo Cube

E Module* L Module* I Module* X ModuleT Module*

Neo System  

mounting pendant

LED 3 000 /4 000 K, 
920 mm 
1 220 mm 
1 520 mm

T5 1 × 21 / 39 W, 920 mm
1 × 28 / 54 W, 1 220 mm
1 × 35 / 49 W, 1 520 mm

diffuser microprisms (G2)*

photometrics

dimmable: 1–10 V, DALI 
multiwatt ballast 
* HE lamps

current LED data → selux.com

Neo System Accessories

Suspensions

 pendant rod  
(with or without feed)

 wire suspension  
(with or without feed)

articulated bar straight bar end bar 16 end bar 56

Bars

*  with optional accent light for LED  
or halogen bulb with GU10 socket
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90

700

90

98

90 98

90

Pendant, Surface and Recessed Neo

Neo pendant / surface

pendant and surface luminaire ∙ direct with omnidirectional light ∙  
sharp edged extruded aluminium ∙ enclosed by facet cut flush glass 
 covers ∙ aluminium silver gloss polish

microprisms and lateral prismatic profiles for advanced glare control 
(G2)* for horizontal mounting or opal diffusers for horizontal and  vertical 
mounting

Neo

mounting pendant surface wall

LED 3 000 /4 000 K, 
1 252 mm 
1 552 mm 
2 488 mm 
3 088 mm

3 000 /4 000 K, 
1 220 mm 
1 520 mm

3 000 /4 000 K, 
1 220 mm 
1 520 mm

T5 1 × 28 / 54 W, 1 252 mm 
1 × 35 / 49 W, 1 552 mm
2 × 1 × 28 / 54 W, 2 488 mm  
2 × 1 × 35 / 49 W, 3 088 mm

1 × 28 / 54 W, 1 220 mm 
1 × 35 / 49 W, 1 520 mm

1 × 28 / 54 W, 1 220 mm
1 × 35 / 49 W, 1 520 mm

diffuser

opal — — • —

microprisms • • — •

photometrics 

dimmable: 1–10 V, DALI 
multiwatt ballast 
suspension can be cut on site  
* with HE lamps

current LED data → selux.com

pendant surface wall
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270

570

124

1 086

1 780

80 × 80

210 – 525

100

90

700 /1 000

51 × 375

620 – 1 520

90

Pendant, Surface and Recessed Neo

Neo Stalactite  /  Neo Quadro

pendant or recessed ∙ with omnidirectional light ∙ sharp  
edged extruded aluminium ∙ enclosed by facet cut flush  
glass covers ∙ aluminium silver gloss polish 

opal diffuser for excellent uniformity

Neo Stalactite Neo Quadro

mounting recessed pendant pendant

T 5 — 14 W, 620 mm
21 W, 920 mm
28 W, 1 220 mm
35 W, 1 520 mm

—

TC-L 18 W, 210 mm
24 W, 310 mm
36 W, 405 mm
40 W, 525 mm
55 W, 525 mm

— 4 × 55 W, 1 780 mm

diffuser opal opal opal

photometrics 

dimmable: 1–10 V, DALI

Neo Stalactite  
recessed

Neo Stalactite  
pendant

Neo Quadro
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Satinlights

S
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Satinlights luminaires are synonymous with a high level of 
visual comfort and efficient lighting. Optical quality rating, 
precision of engineering detail and quality of materials cannot 
fail to impress. Their multilayer microprismatic technology offers 
genuine  added value for screen-based workstations. Satinlights 
Office is available as a pendant or surface-mounted luminaire 
and joined together in  several lengths on request for an 
uninterrupted light strip. 

Quality and visual comfort
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Satinlights

Satinlights Office — Office building, Berlin, Germany
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Satinlights

Satinlights Office — Deutsche Rentenversicherung, Berlin, Germany
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50

1 500

260

65

260

Pendant, Surface and Recessed Satinlights

Satinlights Office

pendant or surface ∙ direct/indirect or direct ∙ sharp edged extruded 
aluminium ∙ silver finish gloss anodised 

microprismatic multilayer diffuser for advanced glare control

Satinlights Office

mounting pendant surface

T 5 2 × 54 / 28 W, 1 233 mm 
2 × 49 / 35 W, 1 533 mm 
2 × 2 × 54 / 28 W, 2 466 mm 
2 × 2 × 49 / 35 W, 3 066 mm

2 × 54 / 28 W, 1 233 mm 
2 × 49 / 35 W, 1 533 mm

diffuser microprisms microprisms

photometrics 

 (G1)  (G2)

dimmable: 1–10 V, DALI

pendant surface
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Purelight
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Purelight is an architectural element par excellence. Its slim, 
 cylindrical shape lends the luminaire optical lightness, while a 
satin-finish polycarbonate diffuser allows the Purelight to  hover, 
giving it an ethereal appearance. Gentle glare-free light com-
bined with premium-quality components made from gloss 
 polished aluminium ensure an attractive light mood in atria, 
foyers, corridors or stairwells. Purelight can be installed both 
horizontally and vertically as a wall luminaire for universal use.

Both harmonious and soft
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Purelight

Purelight — University Library Freiburg, Germany
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Pendant, Surface and Recessed Purelight

Purelight — One Atlantic Center – Gym, Atlanta, USA Purelight — BMW canteen, Munich, Germany
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⌀ 90

1 500

⌀ 90

108

Pendant, Surface and Recessed Purelight

Purelight

pendant, surface or wall (horizontal or vertical)  
circular light ∙ extruded aluminium body ∙ high gloss  
polished metal parts

satiné diffuser for high efficiency

Purelight Cassette

mounting pendant surface

LED 3 000 /4 000 K, 
1 188 mm
1 488 mm
2 368 mm
2 968 mm

3 000 /4 000 K, 
588 mm 
888 mm 
1 188 mm 
1 488 mm

T 5 1 × 28 / 54 W, 1 188 mm
1 × 35 / 49 W, 1 488 mm
2 × 1 × 28 / 54 W, 2 368 mm
2 × 1 × 35 / 49 W, 2 968 mm

1 × 14 / 24 W, 588 mm 
1 × 21 / 39 W, 888 mm 
1 × 28 / 54 W, 1 188 mm 
1 × 35 / 49 W, 1 488 mm

diffuser satiné satiné

photometrics

dimmable: 1 – 10 V, DALI  
multiwatt ballast 
suspension can be cut on site

current LED data → selux.com
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Spotlights and Tracks

S OP T L I

A DN

T AR C K S

G H T S

M 36 146 
Citylights 70 150 
Tracks 156
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Spotlights and Tracks M 36

The M 36 track light is an LED linear luminaire that has the 
same width as the Selux electric track, which is available  
with seven different optical diffusers for all application areas 
such as galleries, shops et cetera. A minimalist and versatile 
addition to spots and electric track systems, the M 36 ensures 
the right light in every room.

M 3 6

Linear light for all types of architecture
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36

72

Spotlights and Tracks M 36

can be combined with spots

M 36 track

highly homogenous illuminated linear track luminaire · direct · sharp 
edged extruded aluminium · end caps of high-pressure die-cast alumi-
nium · silver, white or black finish

Light Modulation Optics (LMO): symmetric, asymmetric or as 
wallwasher · LED optimised diffusers: Office application optics (G2) 
and microprisms for advanced glare control · opal for high uniformity · 
satiné for high efficiency

further details for M 36 → see p. 100

M 36

mounting track

LED 3 000 /4 000 K , 
My White 2 700 – 6 500 K*; 
1 196 or 1 492 mm

diffuser

satiné, opal • — —

microprisms • — —

office optics •  — —

LMO symmetric • — —

LMO asymmetric — • —

LMO wallwasher — — •

photometrics

 

dimmable: DALI  
* not for office optics

current LED data → selux.com
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Spotlights and Tracks Citylights 70
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Efficient and reliable LED lighting technology, compact shape, 
solid design and user friendliness - the LED track spotlight  
is ideal for use in all application areas where highly effective 
 colour reproduction and true-to-life colours are essential. 
Citylights 70 do not emit any harmful UV or IR radiation, making 
them ideal for the spotlighting of highly sensitive items or 
 exhibits.

Spotlights for high quality requirements
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⌀ 70

203

100

Spotlights and Tracks Citylights 70

Citylights 70

Spotlight with track adaptor for 3-circuit track ∙ high-pressure  
die-cast aluminium ∙ silver, white or black finish

Citylights 70

LED 3 000 K

photometrics

spot medium flood

CRI > 97 
dimmable: DALI

current LED data → selux.com
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⌀ 125

62

⌀ 125

Spotlights and Tracks Citylights 70

Citylights — Museum Berggruen Berlin, Germany

Honeycomb louvre

Three circuit monopoint 
surface

Barn doors

Three circuit monopoint 
recessed

Ring louvre
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Spotlights and Tracks Tracks

T R A C K S

Elegant guidance – premium connection

These premium quality tracks with one or three phases are ex-
truded aluminium profiles for surface, recessed and pendant 
mounting. The high track also has a compartment for installa-
tion of additional cables.
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36

32

59

42

36

70

36

20

Spotlights and Tracks Tracks

Three circuit 
surface track

Three circuit 
high track

Three circuit 
recessed track

Single circuit 
surface track

lengths 1, 2, 3, 4 m 2, 3, 4 m 2, 3, 4 m 1, 2, 3, 4 m

with data bus • • • •

without data bus • • • •

All tracks available in standard colours black, white, silver

accessories → selux.com

Three circuit 
surface track

Three circuit 
high track

Three circuit 
recessed track

Single circuit 
surface track

Cutting to size is straight forward with no need for additional 
work on the copper cables while prepunched elongated fastening 
holes ensure easy mounting. 

Harmony down to the finest detail
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Freestanding LoopNew
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Freestanding Loop

A neat touch is the recess in the base of the  luminaire, which  
allows a table leg to be inserted so that the freestanding lu-
minaire to be placed particularly close to desks and directly over 
the work area. The independent Selux Tune means the luminaire 
to be dimmed and switched wirelessly from the desk. 

Intelligent design – convenient operation
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⌀ 496

⌀ 447

36

200

2 000

⌀ 76

21

Freestanding Loop

Loop

stainless steel and die-cast aluminium · direct/indirect · white finish

Dual-layer ring optics: Radial prismatic structure for decoupling · 
asymmetrical lens chambers for recoupling of light · clear for offices 
with VDU workplaces at UGR < 19 · opal for silky appearance

incl. Selux Tune

Loop

LED 3 000 /4 000 K

diffuser

clear microlenses • 

opal microlenses •

photometrics 

dimmable: Selux Tune

current LED data → selux.com
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High Protection Luminaires

Pallas 170 
M 125 / M 200  180 
Survivor 200 
Sphere 216 
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High Protection Luminaires PallasNew

Extreme temperatures, dirt, vandalism – luminaires can be  ex- 
posed to real challenges. When it comes to luminaires with  
a higher protection class for interior and exterior use, the robust 
Pallas is setting new benchmarks due to its particularly flat 
construction and premium quality design. The quality of light 
attained is also unique. The Pallas distributes its light with 
 extraordinary uniformity via the extra wide light exit area.  
This guarantees optimal visual comfort, high efficiency and a 
 particularly stylish look. Its three different light characteristics 
mean the Pallas can provide support with various lighting 
requirements. Whether for stations, waiting areas, subways or 
public spaces, the Pallas can be used for a wide range of 
applications. If required, power supply cables of all types can 
also be installed within the optional media carrier profile.

A safe bet for optimum light

P A L A SL
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High Protection Luminaires PallasNew

The Pallas is available in three lengths as an individual luminaire 
or for configuration of light strip structures. Additional supply 
lines can be installed in media carriers where sufficient space 
is available for cables in addition to the internal power supply. 
Conductors and tubes can be routed inconspicuously even over 
several levels.

Systematic configuration
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C0 – C180

C90 – C270

45°

30°
15°

0°

100 200

45°

30°
15°

0°

200 400

45°

30°
15°

0°

200 300

High Protection Luminaires PallasNew

With a construction height of just 60 millimetres, the Pallas is 
setting a new benchmark when it comes to the design of 
durable surface mounted luminaires. Its flat design is enabled 
by lateral radiation of the LEDs in the luminaire housing,  
which ensure the light that exits is both non-glare and uniform 
across the entire area, increasing visual comfort considerably. 
Due to its high level of efficiency, less luminaires need to be 
installed per unit of surface area. The Pallas can dispense its light 
symmetrical, symmetrical wide-beaming or diagonal-beaming.

Efficiency and aesthetics  
– three direct light distributions

For general lighting of public spaces
and functional areas and a high-quality
appearance of the light aperture

Single-side, guided light distribution for 
illumination of horizontal surfaces using 
a border or peripheral arrangement of 
luminaires such as above platform edges 
or above transitions from ceilings to walls

Symmetrically directed light for illumination  
of wide traffic areas with high require-
ments for uniformity as well as platforms 
and traffic areas with a high volume of 
passengers

Symmetric Symmetric 
wide-beam

Asymmetric 
diagonal-beaming
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High Protection Luminaires PallasNew

The Pallas combines a clear design with a high level of 
functionality and straightforward operation. A light strip of 
 different luminaire lengths with various light distributions can  
be arranged on the carrier. By integrating additional modules 
such as for mounting loudspeakers, cameras or sensors,  
this light strip can easily perform additional tasks. Assembly  
of  luminaires and additional modules is incredibly simple.  
All elements are latched into the aluminium media carrier  
and  secured on both sides with rotary clips. Any necessary 
replacement or adaptation due to modified requirements can 
be achieved at any time during or after initial installation.

Highly stylish yet highly functional

1 — Media carrier 
can hold as many as  
fourteen 5 × 2.52 cables
height 90 mm

2 — Media carrier 
can hold as many as  
fourteen 5 × 2.52 cables
height 60 mm

3 — Loudspeaker unit
for loudspeakers different 
power steps 100 V / ELA, 94 dB, 
IP 65
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642  / 1 242  / 1 542 400

350

60

High Protection Luminaires PallasNew

Pallas

surface luminaire ∙ vandal resistant ∙ extruded aluminium ∙ high-pressure 
die-cast aluminium end caps ∙ white or silver finish  

diffusers for various requirements: asymmetric diagonal-beaming, 
symmetric wide-beaming or opal with a choice of toughened  safety 
glass or polycarbonate cover

two heights of media trunking for light strip installation

Pallas

mounting surface

LED 3 000 /4 000 K , 
642 mm 
1 242 mm 
1 542 mm

diffuser

asymm. diagonal-beaming •

symm. wide-beaming •

opal •

photometrics 

dimmable: DALI

current LED data → selux.com
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High Protection Luminaires M 125 / M 200

M

M

1

2

2

0

5

0

Protected. Tried and tested. Sophisticated

These luminaires can be used wherever safe light is essential. 
For instance in local and long-distance transport zones, stations 
and bus stops, waiting rooms, multi-storey carparks, public 
squares and subways, bridges or laboratories, sports grounds or 
correctional facilities. They are available as flush-mounted or 
surface-mounted luminaires with four different diffusers for all 
applications and high protection requirements IK09/10 and IP65. 
Additional power supply or data cables can be installed on  
the media carriers, enabling inconspicuous routing of cables and 
tubes even across several levels.
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High Protection Luminaires M 125 / M 200

M 125 — Porsche Centre, Oakville, Ontario, Canada
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High Protection Luminaires M 125 / M 200

M 125 — Joe Murray Rivers Jr. Intermodal Transit Center, Savannah, Georgia, USA
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High Protection Luminaires M 125 / M 200

M 125 — Heathrow Airport, Terminal 2 – The Queen’s Terminal, London, Great Britain
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High Protection Luminaires M 125 / M 200

M 125 / M 200 — Blackfriars Station, London, Great Britain
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High Protection Luminaires M 125 / M 200

M 125 — Subway station Bayerischer Platz, Berlin, Germany
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High Protection Luminaires M 125 / M 200

Two luminaire sizes and multiple assembly options form the  
basis of a wide range of light strip configurations. Whether for 
installation with or without trim, pendant, horizontal and 
vertical wall or ceiling mounting, these luminaires can be adapted 
to all structural conditions.

Reliable light for all types of architecture
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High Protection Luminaires M 125 / M 200

With Plug & Light, light units can be removed conveniently with-
out use of tools. Plug-in couplings allow rapid connection  
of two luminaires. The diffuser is held securely in position when 
open by means of a pivotable hinge, which can be pulled out  
if required.

Simple maintenance and assembly
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90

125

90

37

150

99

190

101

High Protection Luminaires M 125 / M 200

M 125

pendant, surface or recessed ∙ vandal resistant ∙ trimless or with trim ∙ 
high-pressure die-cast aluminium end caps ∙ white or silver finish

opal or clear safety glass ∙ prismatic or microprismatic diffuser 

media trunking for surface mounted luminaire

surface

recessed trimless

with media carrier profile 

recessed with trim

M 125

mounting surface recessed trimless recessed with trim

LED 3 000 /4 000 K, 
690 mm 
1 300 mm 
1 600 mm

3 000 /4 000 K, 
755 mm
1 365 mm
1 665 mm

3 000 /4 000 K, 
721 mm
1 331 mm
1 631 mm

T8 1 × 36 W or 2 × 36 W, 
1 290 mm
1 × 58 W or 2 × 58 W, 
1 590 mm

1 × 36 W or 2 × 36 W, 
1 353 mm
1 × 58 W or 2 × 58 W, 
1 653 mm

1 × 36 W or 2 × 36 W, 
1 314 mm
1 × 58 W or 2 × 58 W, 
1 614 mm

diffuser

clear safety glass •  (T 8 only) •  (T 8 only) •  (T 8 only)

opal safety glass • • •

prismatic • • •

microprismatic • • •

photometrics

dimmable: DALI, 1–10 V  
optional industrial electronic ballast (T 8)

current LED data → selux.com

ceiling cut: 135ceiling cut: 130
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200

70

200

70

44

263

81

225

80

High Protection Luminaires M 125 / M 200

M 200

pendant, surface or recessed ∙ vandal resistant ∙ trimless or with trim ∙ 
high-pressure die-cast aluminium end caps ∙ white or silver finish

opal or clear safety glass ∙ prismatic or microprismatic diffuser 

media trunking for surface mounted luminaire

surface

recessed trimless

with media carrier profile 

recessed with trim

M 200

mounting surface recessed trimless recessed with trim

LED 3 000 /4 000 K, 
690 mm 
1 300 mm 
1 600 mm

3 000 /4 000 K, 
755 mm
1 365 mm
1 665 mm

3 000 /4 000 K, 
721 mm
1 331 mm
1 631 mm

T8 1 × 36 W or 2 × 36 W, 
1 290 mm
1 × 58 W or 2 × 58 W, 
1 590 mm

1 × 36 W or 2 × 36 W, 
1 353 mm
1 × 58 W or 2 × 58 W, 
1 653 mm

1 × 36 W or 2 × 36 W, 
1 314 mm
1 × 58 W or 2 × 58 W, 
1 614 mm

diffuser

clear safety glass •  (T 8 only) •  (T 8 only) •  (T 8 only)

opal safety glass • • •

prismatic • • •

microprismatic • • •

photometrics

dimmable: DALI, 1–10 V  
optional industrial electronic ballast (T8)

current LED data → selux.com

ceiling cut: 205 ceiling cut:  210
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High Protection Luminaires Survivor

The robust structure of the Survivor with impact-resistant 
 materials makes it resilient to the effects of vandalism, damp 
and dust. Its extensive accessories enable a wide range of 
 system luminaire configurations. The media carrier profile offers 
 sufficient space for power supply and data cables of all kinds. 
Various supply cables can be retrospectively integrated across 
several floors and levels: cables and conductors can be routed 
 inconspicuously in wall, ceiling and corner areas without any 
additional cutting work.

Vandal-proof and shock resistant 
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High Protection Luminaires Survivor

Survivor — Richlands Station, Brisbane, Australia
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High Protection Luminaires Survivor

Survivor — Subway station Brandenburger Tor, Berlin, Germany
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High Protection Luminaires Survivor

Survivor — Docklands Light Railway, London, Great Britain
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High Protection Luminaires Survivor

Diversity of light design

1 — Suvivor Plus 690 mm

2 — Suvivor Plus 950 mm

3 — Suvivor Plus 1300 mm

4 — Suvivor Plus 1600 mm

5 — Mitred angle section horizontal 

6 — T mitre

7 — Empty profile

8 — Loudspeaker unit

The Survivor is available in four module lengths. In combination 
with the extensive accessories such as mitred angles or T mitres  
a multiplicity of different light structures are possible including 
uninterrupted light strips on all installation levels. Dummy 
profiles can be used for the mounting of loudspeakers or cameras, 
distributor boxes or other modules.
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High Protection Luminaires Survivor

The high-quality two-part aluminium housing with its simple 
assembly technique enables fast maintenance-friendly inspec-
tions thanks to its flexible gear tray technology.

Safety glass diffuser reduces fire risk while the 4 mm thick PC 
diffuser is particularly resistant: defying all force applications in 
accordance with IK10.

Luminaire protection 

Simple handling
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High Protection Luminaires Survivor

Survivor 509 Plus Survivor 510 Plus

surface or wall ∙ vandal resistant ∙ extruded aluminium ∙ high-pressure 
die-cast aluminium end caps ∙ silver or white finish

satiné or clear prismatic PC diffuser 

various media trunking accessories

surface or wall ∙ vandal resistant ∙ extruded aluminium high-pressure 
die-cast aluminium end caps ∙ silver or white finish

opal safety glass

various media trunking accessories

Survivor 509 Plus

LED 3 000 /4 000 K,
690 mm
1 300 mm
1 600 mm

T5 1 × 14 / 24 W or 2 × 14 / 24 W, 690 mm
1 × 21 / 39 W or 2 × 21 / 39 W, 950 mm
1 × 28 / 54 W or 2 × 28 / 54 W, 1 300 mm
1 × 35 / 49 / 80 W or 2 × 35 / 49 / 80 W, 1 600 mm

T8 1 × 18 W or 2 × 18 W, 690 mm
1 × 36 W or 2 × 36 W, 1 300 mm
1 × 58 W or 2 × 58 W, 1 600 mm

diffuser

satiné • (LED)

clear •

photometrics

dimmable: DALI, 1 –10 V (T 5/T 8 only) 
optional industrial electronic ballast (T 8)

current LED data → selux.com

Survivor 510 Plus

LED 3 000 /4 000 K,
690 mm
1 300 mm
1 600 mm

T5 1 × 14 / 24 W or 2 × 14 / 24 W, 690 mm
1 × 21 / 39 W or 2 × 21 / 39 W, 950 mm
1 × 28 / 54 W or 2 × 28 / 54 W, 1 300 mm
1 × 35 / 49 / 80 W or 2 × 35 / 49 / 80 W, 1 600 mm

T8 1 × 18 W or 2 × 18 W, 690 mm
1 × 36 W or 2 × 36 W, 1 300 mm
1 × 58 W or 2 × 58 W, 1 600 mm

diffuser

opal safety glass •

photometrics

dimmable: DALI, 1 –10 V (T 5/T 8 only)
optional industrial electronic ballast (T 8)

current LED data → selux.com
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High Protection Luminaires Survivor

Survivor Accessories

min. 400

11 — Pendant media carrier profile
for pendant mounting and  
end plate

5 — Empty profile  
and end plate

8 — Media trunking cable duct.
Ceiling mounting and end plate

3 — Bracket for corner mounting 
Cable cavity behind fitting

angle

2 — Mitred angle  
section vertical 

9 — Ceiling mounted  
media trunking system
Ceiling or pendant mounting  
and end plate

10 — Semi-recessed  
media trunking system  

6 — Loudspeaker unit
for loudspeakers different pow-
er steps 100 V / ELA, 94 dB, IP 65

7 — Through wiring set

angle

1 — Mitred angle  
section horizontal

4 — End plate for corner 
 mounting
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High Protection Luminaires Sphere

Sphere is a rounded surface-mounted luminaire for ceiling or 
wall installation. It is available in five different diameter  
sizes with a robust, jet water protected diffuser made from opal 
polycarbonate.

Elegant. Flexible. Functional

S P E EH R
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High Protection Luminaires Sphere

Sphere — Subway station Brandenburger Tor, Berlin, Germany
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⌀ 900

⌀ 200

⌀ 300

⌀ 400

⌀ 600

154

85

91

89

115

Sphere 200

Sphere 300

Sphere 400

Sphere 600

Sphere 900

High Protection Luminaires Sphere

Sphere 
200

Sphere 
300

Sphere 
400

Sphere 
600

Sphere 
900

diffuser Opal

TC-DD 1 × 10 W 1 × 16 / 21 W — — —

TC-L — — 2 × 18 W — 5 × 36 W

TC-F — — — 3 × 24 W —

Sphere

surface or wall · high-pressure die-cast aluminium · silver finish

opal diffuser for excellent uniformity
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Individual Solutions

Museum for Architectural Drawings, Berlin, Germany 

The task here was to develop profiles for this extraordinary new 

museum building with the desired width of 80 mm to operate as 

surface-mounted or recessed luminaires and as particularly  

uniform ceiling-to-floor wallwashers throughout the building. 

Profiles contain specially calculated prismatic blocks in front of  

each LED unit, which have the appearance of an uninterrupted  

light strip.

Architect: nps tchoban voss

Lighting design: Kardorff Ingenieure Lichtplanung

Uniqueness creates character

We are designing with light, which is why we have spent  
the past decades working in close cooperation with designers  
to create individual light solutions for interior and exterior 
 projects.
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Individual Solutions

Mercedes-Benz Museum, Stuttgart, Germany

This futuristic museum comprises an exhibition area of 17 000 m².  

On all three levels of the collection, exhibits are lit by over-

dimensioned, rotating “eyes”: The luminaires have a diameter of 

1 200 mm and are fitted with concave, printed glass diffusers.

Architect: UN Studio van Berkel & Bos

Lighting design: Ulrike Brandi Licht

We are happy to provide consultation on any issue. From the 
selection of individual colour temperatures, an application-
optimized range of optical systems or bespoke architectural 
lighting solutions. Our team of specialist engineers, 
constructors and designers are ready to support you in the 
implementation of your project.
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Individual Solutions

Selux uses standard components as far as possible when reali-
sing its designs to ensure projects are cost-efficient and sustai-
nable. In this way each solution can be integrated harmoniously 
into any architecture. In every case, the technical realisation of 
your vision will lead to something unique.

PDT McLachlan Street Office, Brisbane, Australia 

Creativity, a sense of community and transparency on a surface area 

of 1 370 m². In their new office PdT Architects have placed the utmost 

importance on an inspiring and lively work environment, which is 

accented and illuminated by an individually designed M 60 line with 

no transitions or dark spaces whatsoever.

Architect: PDT Architects

Lighting design: Interior Engineering Brisbane
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Individual Solutions

50 Cannon Street, London, Great Britain

In the foyer of this London office complex, a multitude of 

M 100 recessed channels converge at various angles.  

Trimless recessed installation in various materials break up 

the usual perception of walls and ceilings producing a  

light, flowing effect. 

Architect: John Robertson Architects

Lighting design: CBRE Building Consultancy
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Individual Solutions

Umicore, Antwerp, Belgium

The M 60 pendant system defines the room in a vivacious, almost 

floating line – bent at various radii and high-gloss lacquered.  

As well as the aluminium profile, the desired shape has also been 

achieved for the PC diffusor.

Architect: Conix Architects
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Individual Solutions

Bayerischer Bahnhof, City Tunnel Leipzig

The City Tunnel in Leipzig connects the south of the city with the 

main station. As part of this architectural concept, steel tubes  

with a  diameter of 400 mm have been attached from wall-to-wall in 

“Bayerischer Bahnhof” station. Certain tubes have been semi-opened 

at the bottom for accurate fitting of the Selux light tube system.

Architect: Peter Kulka Architektur

Lighting design: Licht Kunst Licht AG
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Individual Solutions

Atrium Tower, Berlin, Germany 

In the past uplights were used with fluorescent lamps but now a new  

luminaire has been developed with an LED enabling improved 

 directional characteristics. The housing integrated into the window 

profile is part of the design concept and ensures an impressive effect 

for both exterior and interior applications.

Architect: Renzo Piano Building Workshop

Lighting design: Kardorff Ingenieure Lichtplanung
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Discover a new dimension in light and how to make optimum 
use of this for your projects. Intelligent Lighting helps with 
 orientation, accentuates our living spaces, enhances well-being 
and significantly reduces energy costs. 

Light is more than just light 
with Selux Intelligent Lighting 

Flexible

One system, multiple options. Create 
individual solutions: Intelligent Lighting 
enables state-of-the-art customised ligh-
ting solutions. 

Universal

Whether it’s classic light management, 
dynamic architectural lighting or an event 
installation with real-time control, Selux 
Intelligent Lighting can offer the right 
solution for all your projects.

Sustainable

Selux Intelligent Lighting stands for envi-
ronmentally-friendly handling of resources: 
presence sensors, daylight and motion 
sensors or standby prevention contribute 
considerably to improved energy efficiency.



2 700 K 3 500 K 5 000 K 6 500 K

Intelligent Lighting

There are various types of feel-good lighting. Selux Intelligent 
Lighting enables occasion and light mood to create a harmonious 
ambience each time. Light intensity and light colour can be 
adapted automatically to the daily routine or annual rhythm of 
offices, corridors, schools, kindergartens, hospitals or other 
areas.

Constant light control, optimum office 
lighting that makes use of available 
daylight. Luminaires are dimmed and 
switched individually as required.  Perfect 
workstation lighting for intelligent 
 saving of electricity.

Daylight-dependent light control: 
 Building and exterior lighting switch  
on automatically at dusk. Safe lighting  
of paths and roadways can prevent 
 accidents and increase building security. 

The right light.  
In the right place
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Intelligent Lighting

The right light.  
At the right time

Timers can be used as a basis for switching a very wide variety 
of light sources on and off. Presence sensors increase   
security and efficiency at night and at weekends e. g. in shopping 
 centres, museums and public authority buildings. 

Presence-dependent control: Lights 
are only switched on and off again 
when persons are present. Alternatively, 
the lights can change from severely 
dimmed ground level lighting to sudden 
brightness. 

Time schedule and sequences:  
Modified façade lighting that is 
controlled according to the annual or 
weekly calendar ensures various  
light scenes and adjustable transition 
times summarised in sequences. 
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Intelligent Lighting

Colour control and moving light: For events and exhibitions, 
coloured and moving light can be combined with programmed 
light scenes to create a fascinating ambience. Clusters of 
luminaires precisely generate the desired colours, switching 
over at the precise second. 

Colour control and dimming: Design 
your own individual space – however  
you want it, generating your own 
personal favourite white or any other 
colour. 

Recurring settings may simply be saved 
as defined scenes and recalled when 
required at any time. 

xPlayer: The integrated media player  
can generate short animations at the 
push of a button, which can be played 
back entirely automatically on DMX  
LED luminaires, in light coves or on light 
ceilings. 

The right light.  
For the right appearance
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Intelligent Lighting

Project planning 

Depending on the complexity and scope of a project, the 
following hardware functions are available. These can  
be started in combination, individually or integrated into  
new or existing building management systems. 

Operation

  
Light switch and GlassTouch panel

  
PC, tablet und smartphone

Setup

Netcomposer software for setup 

(Windows 7 / 8 / 10) 

Hardware

Netcomposer USB

(basic control)

Netcomposer LAN

(network based light control)

Netcomposer Connect

(communication components)

Sensors

(brightness and presence)

WLAN access point

(App funcionality for Netcomposer LAN)

Light control

 

 
On  / Off  / toggle

 
Dimming

 Colour control RGBW

 
Daylight control

 Presence control

 Moving light

Protocols

Netcomposer:

– DALI Bus

– DMX / RDM

Netcomposer Connect:

– KNX (building automation)

– ZigBee wireless (LightLink)

– EnOcean wireless (building management)

Light management

 
 Light groups

 Light scenes

 Sequences

 xPlayer (media player)

 Timer

 Annual Timer

 Conditions (logical links)

 Emergency light (automatic Report)
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Intelligent Lighting

Selux Netcomposer is a digital, network-capable light controller 
with intelligent scene management, a timer programme and  
an annual calendar with astro functionality. The controller covers 
application areas requiring reliable, energy-efficient light 
control. The Netcomposer (LAN-Version) enables integration of 
Selux luminaires into modern building management systems. 
Application areas range from classic light management  
and dynamic architectural lighting (architainment), to event 
installations that can be controlled in real time via a media 
server. With the integrated xPlayer (media player) the DMX LED 
luminaires can be used for media playback. 
Many options, one solution: We would be pleased to provide you 
with a personal demonstration of Selux Intelligent Lighting on 
request. 

Fascinating light is a question of technique

This light management system enables control of up to 128 luminaires via 
DALI or up to 1 024 channels via DMX. Selux RGBW luminaires allow a 
virtually limitless range of colours. In this way dynamic and static light 
scenes and sequences can be controlled and programmed easily then 
simply called up. It can also be operated via interfaces using conventional 
buttons. Integration of touch panels is possible, as is WLAN control via 
smartphone or tablet with the Selux “LightingTab” app for Android, iOS 
and Windows.

Colour

 
Colour control
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Intelligent Lighting

For an easy startup, Selux offer starter sets that 
include the setup:

Netcomposer 

USB      LAN

Power Supply  
PSU1

GlassTouch  
TLX-6 

Wi-Fi access 
point*

LightingTab 
App

Interior Package S 1 ×         — 1 × 1 × — —

Interior Package M 1 ×         — 1 × 2 × — —

Interior Package L —           1 × 1 × 2 × 1 × 1 ×

Power Supply PSU1 

GlassTouch TLX-6 LightingTab App

Wi–Fi access point*

*   schematic visualisation

Commissioning on site will take 1 day at maximum (within Germany) following 
 clarification of all technical details and transfer of the lighting scheme/circuit diagram 
with the required groupings and scenes.
 
The system must have been prepared so it is electrically fully-functional. Scope of 
 supply depends on the package chosen.

Netcomposer USB 1 port

up to 64 DALI devices or  
up to 512 DMX channels 

Netcomposer LAN 2 port

up to 128 DALI devices or  
up to 1 024 DMX channels
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Intelligent Lighting

Controls

Selux LED luminaires can be switched and dim med 
across several interfaces (1 – 10 V, DALI, DMX).  
Use of intelligent control enables light to be dimmed 
individually according to customer requirements.  
This user-oriented dimming op tion reduces energy 
consumption and makes a significant contribution to 
lowering CO2 emissions.

DALI Control
The control by DALI (Digital Address able Lighting 
Interface) implements addressing, grouping, 
dimming in a resolution of 8-bit (254 dimming steps), 
switch-off using digital com mands. Two control  
leads are necessary in ad dition to the mains feed. 
Signal leads should be operated as a galvanically 
universe isolated from the mains voltage, however 
DALI is not compatible with SELV (safety extra- 
low voltage)systems. For installation, cables and 
connec tions rated for 230 V must be used. The common 
stranding of control and mains cables is ad mitted. 
Control cables can be connected at any polarity. The 
standby power is lower than 0.5 W.

DMX control
DMX (Digital Multiplex) is a digital,unidirectional light 
control protocol. It performs rapid control of LED 
fittings, dimming, moving heads and media facades. 
DMX is characterized by rugged wiring and safe data 
transfer. The DMX operation requires a cat5 or 3-core 
shielded cable with 110 ohm impedance. The data 
transmission is polarity dependant. A DMX universe 
consists in 512 channels. Control is pos sible in a  
8 or 16 bit mode. RDM (Remote Device Management) 
allows for a bidirectional com munication between 
the device and the control unit. Different error 
feedbacks or a status re port can be implemented.

My White Easy Control
Selux My White luminaires can be controlled using a 
4-fold pushbutton to dim and control 40 dimming 
steps and 40 colour steps from cold white to warm 
white. An oper ative unit to control up to 8 My White 
modules consists of a 4-fold pushbutton (provided  
by the customer), an Easy Control power supply  
(built into a fitting) and an Easy Control (con cealed 
in a box behind the 4-fold pushbutton).

Control by analogue interface 1 – 10 V
Dimming by analogue command using linear steps. 
Switch ing off by an external relay. Two additional 
wires are needed in addition to mains feed. The signal 
leads should be operated as a galvanic universe 
separated from the mains voltage, but there is no 
Safety Extra Low Voltage (SELV) protection. 
Installation must use cables and connections for 230 V 
only. The common stranding of control and mains 
cables is admitted. The control wires have to be 
connected with the correct polarity +/-. Incorrect 
polarity will cause malfunction.

—  When ordering a lighting system with a special 
dimming method, the control cable in gen eral  
is an integral part of the through wiring.

—  Control via building management systems such  
as BACnet, KNX, LCN or LON require an interface 
between control and the lighting system.

—  The dimming system of the electronic trans former 
is to be determined before order.

—  The dimming of fluorescent lamps or LED requires 
a control cable. 
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Technical Information

Service and Warranty

Every LED luminaire that leaves our company is examined with regard 
to light colour, luminous flux and power. The data is stored to enable 
light components to be supplied later that have the same technical 
param eters as the initial equipment. We are profoundly convinced of 
our ability to be a reliable partner to our customers and of the quality 
of our prod ucts. That is why we offer an extension to our 5-year 
warranty – including LED module and electronic transformer.

See more on www.selux.com/warranty

LED Guide

LED Technical 
Terms

Abbreviation Specification

Lumen lm Luminous Flux

Kelvin K Colour Temperature

Colour Rendering Index CRI Colour Rendering Index

Power Selux specifies the power consumption for all LED luminaires including all operating units as rated power.

Luminous flux Selux specifies the luminous flux for all LED luminaires as rated luminous flux. This corresponds to the total 
luminous flux emitted by luminaires under normal operating conditions. The luminous flux for each Selux  
LED luminaire type is measured separately for each power level available. This data is recorded as absolute  
light intensity distribution.

Light yield To calculate the performance (performance capability), light yield is specified as the ratio between rated 
luminous flux and rated power. For this the tolerance specified in the current standard is taken into account. 
Besides this, optimal light direction of Selux LED optics attains better lighting results and lower scatter light 
percentages than luminaires with similar system light yields.

Lifetime A: Degradation
Degradation is loss of luminous flux over operating time. The lifetime of LEDs depends on the corresponding 
permissible degradation and is expressed as a percentage. 
B: Abrupt Failure Value
Abrupt Failure Value (AFV) is the percentage of LED lights that fail completely within a predicated average rated 
lifetime (e. g. due to an electrical fault).

Loss of luminous flux Selux circuit boards with selected LEDs work within an optimal temperature range due to coordinated thermal 
management, which keeps loss of luminous flux as low as possible over the LED’s operating time (degradation).

Maintenance factor Loss of luminous flux over the operating time can be found in our datasheets in the lighting technology section. 
The individual maintenance factor can be calculated from this based on scheduled operating time.

Ambient temperature All specified data is calculated at an ambient luminaire temperature of 25°. To ensure sustainable operation and 
attain the desired service life, this value should not be exceeded during operation of the luminaire if possible or,   
if so, only briefly.

Thermal management With Selux Exterior core products, use of monitoring components (NTC Negative Temperature Coefficient) on 
circuit boards ensures the operating temperature never exceeds the permissible operating temperature at  
the measuring point (Tc). In exceptional cases where ambient temperature (Ta) increases excessively, the power  
is reduced by the NTC ensuring the LED does not suffer any damage or age prematurely.

Light colour Selux LED luminaires are available in narrow shades of light colours. This ensures that the light colours of all 
luminaires with the same or a similar correlative colour temperature (CCT) are perceived as being identical.  
With Selux My White circuit boards, the customer can control the light colour. This can vary between warm white 
and daylight white.

Current supply Besides the luminous flux, the efficiency of an LED luminaire essentially depends on the intensity of the operating 
current. As the current supply increases, the absolute luminous flux increases too. Both efficiency and lifetime  
will decrease however. At Selux, all LEDs are powered at a current level that is well below the permissible limit 
value for LEDs.

Light colour – lifetime Selux quality standards require the use of premium quality LEDs and sustainable thermal management. This 
 enables consistent light colours within very narrow tolerance ranges.

Colour reproduction Quality of colour reproduction is expressed using the Color Rendering Index (CRI). Colour reproduction of LEDs is 
better than with conventional illuminants in most cases. Depending on the application, Selux can supply various 
levels of colour reproduction:

Examples:
Architectural spotlighting: > 80
Roadway lighting: > 70
Museum lighting: > 90

Replacement With Selux LED module tracking the luminous flux of replacement modules can be adapted, ensuring the 
appearance and lighting technology characteristics of the overall system stay the same. For further information, 
see Selux warranty conditions for LED components on our website.

Dimmability/light control All LED luminaires are suitable for control via DALI and in some cases via DMX too, enabling maximum system 
efficiency and creating versatile design options. 

Visual comfort Glare effect is restricted and regulated in individual products based on the relevant application areas (e. g. 
UGR < 19 for offices or TI for street lighting). Visual comfort is one of our declared objectives and, beside light 
quality and product quality, a distinguishing feature of all Selux luminaires.

Photobiological safety When using Selux LED luminaires , photobiological hazards, in particular due to Blue Light Hazard, can be reliably 
precluded. Selux Interior LED luminaires are equipped with optically efficient diffusers. These reduce radiation 
density in all directions, ensuring it remains below the permissible limit values at all times. Our luminaires can be 
classified under the unrestricted group 0 (no photobiological hazard) according to IEC 62471:2006.
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Technical Information

Safety

Solid objects Water

solid objects > 12 mm no protection

solid objects > 1 mm no protection

solid objects > 1 mm protected against sprays

dust-proof, protected against 
harmful deposits

no protection

dust-proof, protected against 
harmful deposits

protected against sprays

dust-proof protected against jets of water

dust-proof protected against jets of water

dust-proof protected against effects of temporary 
immersion in water

Protection classes

Protection class I

Luminaires with connection for earth conductor. The terminal is marked

accordingly.

Protection class II

Luminaires constructed with protective insulation. The luminaire is marked

accordingly.

  
Protection class I, optional protection class II

Luminaires are generally supplied with protection class I, optional with 

 protection class II.

  
Protection class II, optional protection class I

Luminaires are generally supplied with protection class II, optional with 

 protection class I

IK

Classifications according to external mechanical loads according to  

EN 50102. Impact categories from IK02 (0.2J) for standard luminaires  

and IK04 (0.5J) for road and pathway luminaires. Further information  

is available on request.

ENEC 

The ENEC certificate of every luminaire can be found on the respective  

data sheet.

Protective Rating with respect to the ingress of solid objects and water in accordance 

with DIN EN 60598 (EN 60529).

Materials 
All of our luminaires are made of tough, 
 durable materials that can withstand   
standard mechanical loads and are resistant  
to  corrosion.

Electrical Safety 
Selux luminaires are manufac tured in accordance 
with the regulations laid down in the DIN EN 
60598 (VDE 0711) European standard. The most 
important luminaire series are marked ENEC. 
Our laboratory facilities allow us to carry  
out the relevant initial testing proce dures.  
Our laboratory is equipped to carry out all  
tests in accordance with DIN EN 60598.

Operating conditions 
All luminaires are de signedfor operation at 
230 V / 50 Hz. Other voltages and frequencies 
are available on request.

Light distribution curves and isolux curves 
If you go to our website you will find product 
data sheets for each famiily of luminaires.  
Polar light distribution curves give you a quick 
overview of the photometric data of any  
given luminaire. Light distribution curves (LVK) 
are also avail able for downloading in LDT or  
IES format. All photometric data meet agreed 
standards and are based on measurements 
obtained for orig inal luminaires on our calibra-
ted gonio photometer.

ISO 9001 and 14001 
All companies in the Selux Group are ISO 9001 
and 14001 certified for the development, 
manufacture and distribution of Selux standard, 
custom designed and project related 
luminaires.

UGR (Unified Glare Rating) Example requirements

Reading, writing, classrooms, computer ≤ 19 

Workplaces, quality supervision, Industry and handcrafting, 

reception desk ≤ 22  

Simple functions, staircases ≤ 25  

Traffic areas, corridors ≤ 28 

Comfort Class UGR L (cd /m²)

G1 Office 1
(low brightness)

19 ≤ 1 500*

G2 Office 2
(high brightness)

19 ≤ 3 000**

G3 Comfort 22 > 3 000

G4 Basic 25 / 28 > 3 000

* VDU with average luminance L ≤ 200 cd  / m² 
** VDU with high luminance L > 200 cd  / m²

can be applied in office workspaces (UGR < 19)

suitable for VDU workspaces 

Despatch within 15 working days ex works

Online configurator: www.selux.com
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Technical Information

Technical Support

Selux is a competent consultant that can support you in all your 
lighting projects. Should you have a question about one of our 
products or require help during your project, do not hesitate to 
contact our technical support at 

technicalsupport@selux.com or via  
www.selux.com/technicalsupport

Photometrics

asymmetric /
indirect

direct wallwasher /
indirect

direct / 
indirect

wallwashercircular asymmetricmainly  
direct

mainly  
direct

wallwasherdirect with 
corona

asymmetriccirculardirect

wall-
washer

asymmetricdirect

circularmainly  
direct

spot

direct / 
indirect

medium flood

Recessed 

luminaires

Freestanding 

luminaires

Spots

Wall 

luminaires

Surface 

mounted 

luminaires

Pendant 

luminaires
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